The data changes frequently based on sales and deliveries but is accurate as of April 2019. The slide summarizes the Australasia business.
This slide represents the capability Austal has in its 4 shipyards and gives an example of how we can build ships as a system, undertake work in different locations to help reduce risk and smooth peaks in demand.
These charts show how we have improved efficiency since we made a management change on Hull 409 in PSO. The PPBR learning curve demonstrates the improvements we can expect to see from vessel to vessel when we have the opportunity to build a class or repeat vessels with minimal design change.
This slide uses representative data to demonstrate the governance we put in place around the sales pipeline. We filter opportunities through a gate review process where we attempt to align opportunities to locations and build strategy.
This slide uses representative data to demonstrate the governance we put in place around the sales pipeline and how we try and sell work into yards to smooth peaks in demand.
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Disclaimer

This presentation and any oral presentation accompanying it has been prepared by Austal Limited ("Austal"). It should not be considered as an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities in Austal or as an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to those securities. No agreement to subscribe for securities in Austal will be entered into on the basis of this presentation.

Our presentation contains "forward-looking" statements or projections based on current expectations. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Key risks are set out in the Company’s Corporate Governance Statement and published on its website – they include impacts to US programs, the availability of US government funding due to budgetary or debt ceiling constraints; changes in customer priorities or their ability to meet contractual requirements; additional costs or schedule revisions. There are also broader risks to the enterprise such as cyber security, HSEQ incidents, product liability and material unexpected changes to the Company’s financing arrangements. Austal’s expansion into Asia also naturally brings with it a number of risks that are typical when entering new jurisdictions or expanding in others. Actual results may also affect the capitalization changes on earnings per share; the availability of costs under government cost accounting directives or joint ventures; the timing and availability of future impact of acquisitions; the timing and availability of future government awards; economic, business and regulatory conditions and other factors. We disclaim any duty to update forward-looking statements to reflect new developments.

Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, Austal makes no representation and can give no assurance, guarantee or warrant, express or implied, as to, and takes not responsibility and assumes no liability for, the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or omission, from any information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation.

You should not act or refrain from acting in reliance on this presentation material. This overview of Austal does not purport to be all inclusive or to contain all information which its recipients may require in order to make an informed assessment of Austal’s prospects. You should conduct your own investigation and perform your own analysis in order to satisfy yourself as to the accuracy and completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation before making any investment decision.